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Futurism’s AI-Driven Digital 
Marketing 
 
Market-winning AI-driven digital 
marketing services.

https://www.futurismtechnologies.com/


At Futurism, we provide an unrivaled combination of 
Artificial Intelligence and Digital Marketing to set your 
brand apart and fast track your digital marketing efforts 
with intelligent, data-driven and performance-focused 
marketing tactics.

Market-winning 
AI-driven digital 
marketing 
services.

customer retention
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is enabling digital 
marketers around the world to drive sales and 
customer retention by up to 50%. (Forbes)

50%

Did You Know?

AI in Digital  
Marketing – Overview

Artificial Intelligence (AI) in digital 
marketing refers to the use of machine 
learning and other AI technologies to 
automate, optimize, and personalize 
marketing activities. AI can analyze vast 
amounts of data more quickly and 
accurately than a human can, making it 
a valuable tool for marketers.

Improved Customer Insights

Personalization

Predictive Analytics

Chatbots and Virtual Assistants

Semantic Search and SEO

Sentiment Analysis

Automated Content Creation

Programmatic Advertising

Conversion Rate Optimization

AI for predictive lead scoring, personalized 
marketing, and strategic insights through 
sentiment and competitor analysis, we enhance 
sales, engagement, and social media impact.

Integrated AI-Driven Marketing 
& Brand Management

Our digital marketing ninjas leverage AI, ML  
and natural language processing algorithms to 
analyze customer behaviors for targeted product 
marketing and smart recommendations.

AI-Driven & Intelligent Product 
Marketing
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 AI-Driven Smart Search Marketing 
 
Promote sales, conversions, and KPIs for business. Our smart search marketing helps drive 
user experience and keep your website visitors hooked for longer. 

AI-Driven Personalized Marketing (Personalized Marketing) 
 
Maximize customer engagement with AI-driven marketing, offering personalized campaigns 
across multiple channels based on user insights and purchase history. 

Generative AI Content Marketing Services 
 
Enhance your marketing with ChatGPT and GenAI. Our AI tools automate and optimize 
content creation, distribution, and content optimization. 

AI-Driven Inbound Marketing 
 
Advanced AI-driven inbound marketing to captivate and engage customers with 
personalized content, accelerating lead conversion and nurturing customer relationships 
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As a leader in AI-driven SEO, content, PPC, social, and ORM, our digital marketing experts put together 
thousands of successful digital marketing campaigns to help businesses drive leads, conversions, and 
qualified website traffic.

Futurism’s AI-Driven & Data-Backed Performance Focused 
Marketing  

AI in Content Marketing  
Futurism’s AI-driven digital marketing helps to identify the type of content a customer is most likely to 
engage. Churn out highly personalized and targeted content.  

Personalized 
content generation 

& distribution

Contextual based 
content marketing

Targeted content 
marketing 
campaigns

Automated content 
recommendations

Intelligent content 
curation & 

optimization

Analytics-driven 
content marketing 

strategy

Futurism's AI-
powered content 

marketing 
services 
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AI in Email Marketing 
 
AI-driven email marketing to help brands personalize their email campaigns based on specific user 
behaviors and send relevant emails to the right customers at the right time with the right message. 

AI-driven PPC Marketing & Adverting  
 
AI-driven PPC marketing to automatically optimize ad copies based on past conversions/interactions and 
campaigns. Data-driven campaigns for effective targeting, personalization, and optimization. 

Performance-
focused ad 
campaigns

Intelligent and 
automated ad 
optimization

Smart PPC 
account 

management

Intelligent ad 
budget 

optimization 
& placement

AI-powered 
bid 

optimization

ROI-focused 
PPC ads

Dynamic PPC 
ad creation & 

pricing

Optimized 
and targeted 
ad delivery

Personalized & 
optimized email 

campaigns

Personalized 
recommendations 

& messaging

Streamlined and 
improved 
targeting

Cognitive and 
data-driven 

based emails
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AI-Driven SEO 
 
AI-driven SEO services to keep up with the fast-changing search engine algorithms in an intelligent manner.  

Intelligent keyword 
research & content 

optimization

Topic cluster and 
pillar page 

creation

Smart link 
building 

Personalized web 
content optimization

Well optimized 
voice search

AI-driven SEO 
recommendations & topic 

suggestions

Contextual search 
engine optimization

Spotify uses AI to enhance its music 
recommendation system. It analyzes users’ 
listening habits, genres, and playlists to 
suggest songs, albums, and artists they 
might like.

Spotify

Amazon's AI-powered recommendation 
system is spot-on. By suggesting products 
based on users' behavior, Amazon 
significantly increases the chances of 
additional purchases.

Amazon

AI in Digital Marketing - Successful Use Cases
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About 
Futurism Technologies

Futurism Technologies is a coming-of-age 
and next-gen AI-first digital marketing 
services partner. At Futurism, we believe 
in the power of AI in reimagining the 
digital marketing realm as we see it today. 
With more than 20 years of experience in 
the world of digital transformation, we 
employ the best-of-breed digital 
marketing and AI experts and tools to 
help your business get aboard a seamless 
digital journey. Our AI-powered digital 
marketing services are designed to save 
time, resources and cost and deliver quick 
ROI. 

Choose market winning AI-first 
digital marketing services and 
solutions with Futurism.

Choose Futurism, Choose Success! 

www.futurismmarketing.com 
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Thank You 
USA | New Jersey 
 
Futurism Technologies, Inc. 
30 Knightsbridge Road, Suite 525, 
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854, United 
States of America. 
 
Tel: +1 (732) 790-2938 
Fax: +1 (302) 351-8845

USA | Washington 
 
Futurism Technologies, Inc. 
1400 112th Ave SE, Suite 100, 
Bellevue, Washington 98004, United 
States of America. 
 
Tel: +1 (732) 790-2938 
Fax: +1 (302) 351-8845

USA | Nebraska 
 
Futurism Technologies, Inc. 
1299, Farnam Street, Suite 300, 
Omaha, Nebraska 68102, United 
States of America. 
 
Tel: +1 (732) 790-2938 
Fax: +1 (302) 351-8845

UAE | Dubai 
 
Futurism Technologies 
Consulting LLC. 
1009 The Metropolis, Plot 
number 34, Business Bay, 
PO Box No.: 566160, PO 
Box location: 49 41 - 
Dubai, UAE 
 
+971 508321933 
+971 42399371

Germany | Berlin 
 
Futurism Technologies UG 
Greifswalder Straße 226, Berlin, 
10405, 
Germany 
 
Tel: +49 61 8170 79058

India | Pune 
 
Futurism Technologies 
Pvt. Ltd. 
Futurism Campus, 1/1 
Rajiv Gandhi Infotech 
Park MIDC Hinjewadi 
Phase 1 Pune 
Maharashtra 411057 
 
Tel:+91 20 6712 0700 
Fax: +91 20 6712 0777

India | Pune 
 
Futurism Technologies 
Pvt. Ltd. 
Futurism House, Survey 
No. 105, Mumbai-
Bengaluru Bypass 
Highway, Baner, Pune - 
411045 
 
Tel:+91 20 6712 0700 
Fax: +91 20 6712 0777

Australia | Melbourne 
 
Futurism 
Technologies 
Australia Pty. Ltd. 
Level 32 367 Collins 
Street Melbourne VIC 
3000, Australia 
 
 
Tel: +61 7 3911 1001 
Fax: +61 7 3036 6855
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